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        Switzerland’s population hits record high: surprising growth regions    
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                Almost 9 million people were living in Switzerland at the end of 2023. Places away from the centres are experiencing the greatest growth.            
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                Nachtzüge sind wieder beliebt. Doch die Bahn hinkt dem wachsenden Bedürfnis hinterher.            
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        Swiss National Bank: interventions necessary for price stability    
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                Without the foreign exchange market interventions of the SNB, there would have been no price stability in the last 15 years, said the SNB Vice-Chairman.            
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        The losing battle against Greece’s tumbling birthrate    
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                By Karolina Tagaris ORMENIO, Greece (Reuters) – Army sergeant Christos Giannakidis was planning to have a second child when Greece’s debt crisis exploded last decade, straining his finances and erasing hope of extending the family. One son is expensive enough, he says, especially the cost of ferrying him around his remote corner of northeastern Greece…            
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        Swiss government renews contribution to climate fund for developing countries    
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                BERLIN (Reuters) – Switzerland will contribute 135 million Swiss francs ($149.39 million) over the next four years to the Green Climate Fund, which helps developing countries to work towards international climate goals, the Swiss Federal Council said on Wednesday. The sum is Switzerland’s second replenishment for the fund for the years 2024 to 2027, the…            
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                ORENBURG, Russia (Reuters) -Floods gripped cities and towns across Russia and Kazakhstan on Wednesday after Europe’s third-longest river burst its banks, forcing over 100,000 people to evacuate and swamping parts of the Russian city of Orenburg. The deluge of melt water overwhelmed scores of settlements in Russia’s Ural Mountains, Siberia, Volga and areas of Kazakhstan…            
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                (Bloomberg) — European stocks rose, buoyed by bullish news in the technology sector and higher resources prices, before key US inflation data that will provide fresh clues about the Federal Reserve’s policy outlook. The Stoxx 600 index climbed 0.6%, rebounding from Tuesday’s losses, as surging sales at Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. from the boom in…            
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        Greece rescues 14 migrants off Chios island, searches for more    
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                ATHENS (Reuters) – Greece rescued 14 migrants including eight children from a rocky shore on the island of Chios, the coastguard said on Wednesday, adding that search-and-rescue operations were ongoing. The migrants were believed to have reached the island in the Aegean Sea near Turkey on a dinghy, a coastguard official said. It was not…            
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        Strikes at Deutsche Bank’s Postbank escalate as labour demands 15.5% pay rise    
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                By Tom Sims FRANKFURT (Reuters) -A months-long wage dispute at Deutsche Bank’s Postbank arm is escalating with additional strikes ahead of a fourth round of talks next week as employees demand a 15.5% pay raise. The pressure comes as Germany’s largest lender tries to keep a lid on costs and as it manages customer service…            
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                PARIS/MADRID (Reuters) – France and Spain will step up security ahead of the Champions League quarter-finals in Madrid and Paris on Tuesday and Wednesday nights, top officials said, as Islamic State threatened drone attacks on Europe’s top club soccer tournament. British police said they were aware of reports of threats and had a robust policing…            
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        Immigration in Switzerland: a threat or a chance for prosperity?    
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                Switzerland's population is about to reach the 9 million mark, which brings the discussion of immigration back to the political spotlight.            
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                BRUSSELS (Reuters) – The European Union Court of Justice ruled on Wednesday to annul the inclusion of Russian billionaires Mikhail Fridman and Petr Aven from a European Union sanction list. “The General Court considers that none of the reasons set out in the initial acts is sufficiently substantiated and that the inclusion of Mr Aven…            
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                By Andrew Hayley BEIJING (Reuters) – The European Union will investigate subsidies received by Chinese suppliers of wind turbines destined for Europe, the bloc’s anti-trust commissioner, Margrethe Vestager, has said. Tuesday’s move is the latest in a growing effort in both Europe and the United States to shield domestic clean energy industries from cheap Chinese…            
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        Will asylum for Afghan women cause more migrants to choose Switzerland?    
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                Some parliamentarians are contesting Switzerland’s policy of granting asylum to Afghan women and girls, arguing it will create a pull effect.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Will asylum for Afghan women cause more migrants to choose Switzerland?        
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        ‘Absurd’ European climate ruling could harm democracy, say Swiss press    
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                Swiss newspapers have criticised a climate change ruling against the Swiss government by Europe’s top human rights court.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: ‘Absurd’ European climate ruling could harm democracy, say Swiss press        
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                In Switzerland, 400 to 440 positions in the company's development division are likely to fall victim to the measures over the next two to three years.            
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                (Reuters) – London stocks kicked off Wednesday trade on a positive note, underpinned by strength in energy shares, while investors braced for the release of U.S. consumer price data for fresh insights into the Federal Reserve’s interest rate-cut trajectory. The resource-heavy FTSE 100 index was up 0.6%, as of 0720 GMT, while the more domestically…            
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        Tech stocks lead STOXX 600 higher; Barry Callebaut shimmers    
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                (Reuters) – European shares rose on Wednesday, led by gains in technology-related stocks ahead of a crucial inflation report out of the United States, while Barry Callebaut soared to a more-than-three-month high following results. The pan-continent STOXX 600 added 0.7% by 0717 GMT, led by a 1.2% gain in the technology sector following upbeat quarterly…            
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                By Leigh Thomas PARIS (Reuters) – After decades of spending beyond its means, France must in coming weeks show how it will avoid a budget crunch that is putting its credit ratings at risk and could even lead to the downfall of President Emmanuel Macron’s government. The timing could not be worse: cherished public services…            
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